UNIVERSITY HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT DIRECTIONS

If you are driving to one of the events at HR:

- Park in the surface lot at 205 Surface Lot (enter at approximately 175 South 200 East)
- Walk to the 250 Tower (250 East 200 South) and enter through the main building entrance (not through the separate UHRM entrance)
- Walk past the elevators and follow the signs to the HR Conference Room.

If you are taking a University shuttle to one of the events at HR:

- Take the BSB – U Hospital Shuttle
- Catch the shuttle at the University Hospital or at the Kennecott Building
- For shuttle information, go to www.uofabus.com
Temporary Visitor Parking Pass

2018-2019

Date: December 7, 2018

Company Visiting: UHRM

UHRM Department Visiting: Open House/Retirement Event

Time: 3 - 5 p.m.

UHRM Approved By: Jessica Hampton

(Valid only for date and time marked)